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Abstract 
Clerbout, M. and D. Gonzalez, Atomic semicommutations, Theoretical Computer Science 123 
(1994) 259-272. 
We define atomic semicommutations as being associated with independence relations the form of 
which is A x B, in which A and Bare two subsets of the alphabet (these two subsets have no common 
elements). We prove that semicommutations can be decomposed into weaker semicommutations if 
and only if they are not atomic. We then deduce that every semicommutation can be obtained by 
a composition of atomic semicommutations, and we suggest a decomposition algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
The study of free partially commutative monoids was initiated by Cartier and 
Foata [S] whose aim was to solve some combinatorial problems. Trace languages, 
which are subsets of a free partially commutative monoid, were proposed by 
Mazurkiewicz [16] as tools for the description of concurrent programs behaviour. 
Important results have been found and several syntheses have been written on this 
subject [l, 4, 13, 15, 17-20, 231. 
A partially commutative alphabet is a pair (A, (3) in which A is an alphabet, and 8, 
the independence relation, is a symmetric and irreflexive binary relation over A. 
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Associated with the commutation relation 8, an application fs: 2A* +2A* can be defined 
as follows. For every language L over the alphabet A, f@(L) is the set of the words which 
are equivalent to some word of L for the congruence generated by 8. Thus, fe is a unary 
operation over languages which is named partial commutation associated with 8. 
A partitioned commutation is defined from a partition {Al,. . . , A,,} of the alphabet 
A (Vi#j, AinAj=~ and UAi=A): O=ui+j AiXAj. 
When a new operation is studied, it is normal to wonder whether it can be 
simulated with simpler operations. This question generally leads to very useful results 
about decompositions. Thus, Nivat’s theorem (which proves that every rational 
transduction is a composition of an inverse morphism, a rational intersection and 
a direct morphism) is a basic result on rational transductions. The basic theorem 
about partial commutations says that, for every partial commutation fe, there are 
a uniform morphism h and a partitioned commutation feS such that fe = hf,, h- ‘. We 
can remark that h and hK’ are not partial commutations and that fez, the partitioned 
commutation, works over a larger alphabet. 
Clerbout et al. [12] proved that every partial commutation can be obtained by 
using only very simple partial commutations which work over the same alphabet. 
These simple partial commutations are named atomic partial commutations, and they 
are associated with independence relations the form of which is Al x A2u A2 x Al, 
where A, and A2 are two subsets of the alphabet which have no common elements. 
They also proved that atomic partial commutations are indecomposable (thus, they 
cannot be obtained by a composition of weaker partial commutations) and that, 
conversely, each partial commutation can be obtained by a composition of atomic 
partial commutations. 
Nevertheless, partial commutations are only a particular case of semicommuta- 
tions: a semicommutation is, with the same notations, an irreflexive independence 
relation over A. 
It may seem natural to try and generalize their results to semicommutations. In this 
paper we show that every semicommutation can be obtained by using only very 
simple semicommutations over the same alphabet. We define atomic semicommuta- 
tions associated with independence relations, the form of which is A, x AZ, in which 
Al and AZ are two subsets of the alphabet which have no common elements. Then we 
prove that atomic semicommutations are indecomposable, so they cannot be 
obtained by compositions of weaker semicommutations. We prove (the converse) that 
every semicommutation can be obtained by a composition of atomic semicom- 
mutations, and we suggest an algorithm that decomposes every semicommutation 
into atomic semicommutations. 
Tt may be interesting to note that Roos and Wacrenier worked on the converse 
question: how to know whether the composition of two semicommutations is 
a semicommutation? They found [22] a necessary and sufficient condition which uses 
cycles in graphs. As a corollary they proved that composition (or decomposition) of 
semicommutations is commutative: if 8, 01, e2 are three semicommutations such that 
t9=0102, then 0=0261. 
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2. Definitions and notations 
In the following text X is the alphabet; U, u and w are words in X*. 
Let E be a set. Card(E) is the number of elements in E. Iw(, is the number of 
occurrences of the letter x in the word w. alph(w) = {XEX 11 w Ix > 0} is the aIphahet of 
the word w: it is the set of letters appearing at least once in w. 
Two words u and v will be said to be commutatively equivalent if and only if 
VXEX, IuI,=IvI,. 
n,(w) is the projection of the word w over the subalphabet Y, i.e. the image of w by 
the homomorphism I7, which is defined by 
VXEX, if XEY then n,(x)=x, else n,(x)=&. 
We also define the projection over a word which will be the projection over the 
alphabet of the word: if u is a word of X*, then n,(w) is 17alph(UJ(~). 
For two words w and w’ in X*, we shall write WUW’ for the shu$e of w and w’, 
which is defined by 
w~w’={u~u~u~u~ . ..u.u,I w=ulul . ..u., w’=v1u2 . ..c’., ViE{l, 2, . . . . n}, 
We say that w’ is a subword of w if there is a word w” such that WEW’U w”. 
A semicommutation relation defined over an alphabet X is an irreflexive relation: it is 
a subset of XxX\{(x,x)lx~X). (H ereafter, we shall consider only nonempty 
semicommutation relations.) 
With each semicommutation relation 8, we associate a rewriting system S = (X, P) 
which is named semicommutation system in which P is the set {xy-+yx I (x, y)~e}. 
We shall write u T v if there is a rule xy-tyx in P and two words w and w’ such 
that u = wxyw’ and 0 = wyxw’. 
We shall write u + u if there are words wl, w2, . , w, (n> 1) such that w1 =u, 
w, = v and, for each i < n, wi 7 M’i+ 1. Then we shall write that there is a derivation 
from u to v, and the integer n- 1 is named the derivution length. 
When we have u 
I 
+ u with a known derivation length I, we shall also write u - v. 
With each semicommutation relation 8, we associate a semicommutation jiuncti~n f0 
which is defined by VWEX*, ,&(w)=(ueX* I ,*u]. 
By extension, if L is a language which is a subset of X*, then 
h(L)= u .LJ(w). 
WEL 
We shall write fOfk, fO, for the composition of ,fe, and fk,. Hence, 
.h,fHz(~)=fsIC.h2(~)l and .h,fe,VJ=fs,Cfs,(~)l. 
A semicommutation 8 will be said to be atomic if there are two subalphabets A and 
B such that O=A x B. 
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Remark 2.1. If 0 is atomic, with 8 = A x B, we shall always have An B = 8; else there 
would be at least one common element x in A and B and (x, x) would be an element of 
8, which is impossible (a semicommutation is an irreflexive relation). 
A semicommutation 8 will be said to be decomposable if there are semicommuta- 
tions Q1, 02, . . . ,f3, (n > 1) such that 
V’i~{l,..., n}, 8is8 and fe=fe,fe;..fe,. 
We shall often use the Projection Lemma (for a proof, see [6]). Let 0 be a semicom- 
mutation. Then 
u+v u V(a,b)EX’, II,,(u)+ K,(v). 
It is often useful to consider words containing only one occurrence of each of their 
letters. To be able to distinguish between several occurrences of one letter in a word, 
Yves Roos [21] introduced the following definition and he proved an important 
result. 
Definition 2.2. Let 8 be a semicommutation relation which is defined over an alphabet 
X. With each strictly positive integer k we associate 
l the alphabet Xk= X x { 1, 2, . . . , k), 
l the semicommutation relation 
&= {((a, 9, (b,j))EXk x Xk I (a, bW}, 
l the application numk : X*+X: which is defined by 
numk(&)=E and VUEX*, VXEX, numk(Ux)=(num&))(x, p), 
with p = inf(k, 1 ux I,). 
Result 2.3. Let there be fe, a semicommutation function which is defined over an alphabet 
X, and u, v two words in X*; then v~fs(u) ifand only ifnum,(v)EfOJnumk(U)). 
We shall use such numberings to work with words, each letter of which has only one 
occurrence. 
3. Preliminary results 
We first prove some preliminary results. 
Lemma 3.1. If 9 is a semicommutation and if u and v are two words, 
.l&J4~ fe(u)usB(v). 
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Proof. Let us recall some results which will be used in this proof. 
Result 3.2 (for a proof, see [21]). If 0 is a semicommutation and ifI7 is a projection, then 
for each word u, 
nfe(a)E fen(u). 
Result 3.3 (for a proof, see [ll]). If 8 is a semicommutation de$ned over A, if g is 
a strictly alphabetical morphism from B to A and if 8’ is the relation defined on B by 
(x, yk@ ifand only if k&X g(y)k@ 
then fog = g.fe,. 
Result 3.4. If g is a strictly alphabetical morphism and ifA and B are two sets of words, 
then 
g(AW=g(A)ug(B). 
Proof of Lemma 3.1 (continued). 
l If u and v are two words defined on two disjoint alphabets A and B, then 
fe(uulv)cn,fe(u~v)~~~f~(~~v) 
G feL’A(uwu)wfo17B(uwv) (see Result 3.2) 
=fo(u)~fe(v), 
l Else (i.e. if u and v are defined on the same alphabet A): let A be an alphabet, 
disjoint from A, containing the overlined letters of A: 
aEA o &A. 
Over AuA we define the morphism g by g(a)=g(ti)=a. Then 
fe(u~u u)= feg(Uw u)=gfe,(Uluv) (see Result 3.3) 
~g(fo44~fer(4) (from previous lines) 
=s.fo~(~)~sfo+4 (see Result 3.4) 
=fss(U) ~&7(r) (see Result 3.3) 
= .I&)~./&). 
Hence, we get, in each case, ~~(ULUU)E fe(u)~ufe(v). 0 
4. About distances 
We are now going to prove some lemmas that are more or less related to the 
problem of decomposition of semicommutations. However, they could be useful tools 
in future studies in this domain. We think that many proofs could be easier if the 
notion of distance were used. 
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Definition 4.1. Let u and v be two words commutatively equivalent. Let numk be 
a numbering such that all letters in num,(u) are different. 
Then the distance between u and v is 
d(u, u) = Card { ((a, 4, (b, j))ECalph( numktu))12 1 u@,i)@,j)(numk(u)) 
#n(a,i)(b,j) (nwk(v))>. 
It is obvious that this definition does not depend on the choice of numk. (It means 
that if numk and numk’ are two numberings which satisfy the hypothesis of the 
definition then they will give the same result for d(u, u).) 
Remarks. It can intuitively be understood that the distance between two words is the 
length of the shortest derivation that can be done from one to the other in a total 
commutation. To put it better, when I.+ v and d(u, v)=n, n is the shortest number 
such that u + v. (This will be proved later.) 
It will also be proved that the word of distance is well used. 
We can also use the following obviously equivalent formulation: 
d(u, v)= c d(n,,,i,(b,j,(numk(u)), n,,,i,(b,j)(numk(v))). 
(a, i)e(alph(numk(u))) 
(b.j)t(alph(numk(u))) 
If all letters are different, this can be written as 
d(u, V)= 1 d(fl,,(n), n,b(v)). 
aealph(u) 
bsalph(u) 
It is easy to see that, for two different letters a and b, d(ab, ba)= 1. 
We now give two lemmas about transpositions. Let C be a (possibly infinite) 
alphabet and let 
u(c*)=jwEc*~vcJEc, lwl,dl} 
For u, UEU(C*) we shall write V-U iff 
(01302) 
v=w1c71cT~w~ and u=wi~~~iw~, 
where (cri, a2)~CZ and wi, wzeC*. 
Moreover, v-+u iff 3(a,, a2)~E2 such that V~U. 
If w=w i...w,~u(C*), where Wi~C, then we set Vw={wl,...,w,} and 
E,=((Wi, Wj)l ldi<jdn}. 
,, . . . . u, and (~0, YO), . . . , Lemma 4.2. Let u, VEU(C*) be such that VU= VU. Let uC 
(a,_ 1, yn_ 1) be sequences uch that 
(1) u=uo and u=u,, 
Then E,\E,, G { (ai, ri) I 0 < i < n}. 
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Proof. Follows directly from the fact that E,,+l =(E,i\{(ai, yi)})u{(yi, oi)}. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let u, VE U(C*) be such that V, = V,. Then there exist sequences uO, . . . , u, 
and (a,,,~~) ,..., (an_l,~n_l) such that 
(1) u=uO and v=u,,, 
(2) (ai Yi)Ztak, ?k)for iZk, 
C3) ui(bjl”i+l, 
(4) E,-E,,={(oi,yi)IOdi<n). 
Proof. Let f be an n-element permutation such that v=xf(rJ . . . x~(,,), where n= 11.1 
and xk is the kth letter of u. Now we can use the following fact [2, Proposition 1.8, 
p. 231: 
Each permutationf can be written as a composition of i( f) standard transposi- 
tions, where i(.f) is the number of inversions off 
Now it suffices to note that i(f)=Card(E,\E,) (=d(u, v)) and a standard transposi- 
tion is a transposition exchanging two neighbouring elements, i.e. it corresponds to 
a rewriting of the form (crj;j for (0, ‘/)EC’. 
This implies that u”- v, where m = Card(E,\E,). But Lemma 4.2 shows that each 
rewriting chain from u to v contains all rewritings - 
(Oi> ,.i) 
for (ai, Y~)E ,\E,, whence 
the thesis. 0 
Note that additionally, the rewriting chain constructed in the present Lemma 4.3 is 
the shortest possible. 
So we have the following lemma about distance. It is the proof of our preliminary 
remark about intuitive meaning of distunce. 
Lemma 4.4. (u + u and d(u, v) = n) ifand only if(u + v and Jp <n such that u +v,. 
Proof. Obvious from the results on transpositions. 0 
When we introduced the word distance we said that it could be used with the usual 
meaning of distance in mathematics. We now prove it. 
Lemma 4.5. d is a distance in every set of commutatively equivalent words. 
Proof. By the definition of d(u, v), the distance axioms 
l d(u, v)=O if and only if u =u, 
l d(u, v)=d(v, u), 
l d(u, v)+d(v, w)>d(u, w) 
are satisfied. 
It must be understood that the distance between two words is defined on a set of 
commutatively equivalent words. 0 
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5. Sufficient condition for decomposability 
In this part we prove that every nonatomic semicommutation is decomposable. 
Using the previous lemmas we shall be able to get an almost effective decomposi- 
tion of a semicommutation. 
Proposition 5.1. Let 0 be a semicommutation such that (b, a)E@ If u+ v then 3 v’ such 
that u +I $+ v with 
19’=8\{(d, c)&((b, c)@ OY (d, a)$ej and 0”=6\{(b, a)}. 
We will keep in 8’ only the (d, c) such that 
d 
a 
For example, the semicommutation 
will be decomposed into 
Proof. Proof is by induction on d(u, v). 
l d(u, v) = 0. Then u = v. The proposition is obviously satisfied with v’ = u. 
l We now assume that the proposition is satisfied for every couple (u, v) such that 
d(u, v) d n (induction hypothesis): 
p<n, u +v -j 3v’ such that u -+V’ $-+V 
l Let u and v be words such that d(u, v)= n+ 1. Is the hypothesis satisfied again? 
Two cases may occur: 
(1) u+ 
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The lemma is obviously satisfied with v’ = u. 
(2) u+ v cannot be done without using (b, a). 
In such a case we can deduce that u= ulbu2au, and v= vlav2bv3 with the same 
occurrences of a and b. We shall denote: buza = x0x1 . . . xq where Xi is a letter. Let k be 
the least value such that xk is before x0 in v. (k exists because there exists at least one Xi 
which is before x0 in v: x, = a.) 
As k is the lowest value, we can deduce that xk is before every Xi such that i <k. So 
(xk_ 1, x~)E~, (xk- 1, a)E& moreover, (b, xk)Ee, so by the definition of 8’, 
txk- 1, Xk)Ee’. 
Let U’ be such that u Tzl’ (using (x&r, xk)). Then 
d(u’, v)<d(u, v)=n+l, 
so d(u’, 0) <n. 
Hence, we may use the induction hypothesis: 
3v’ such that u’ + ‘-$ v. 
Hence, ~7 U’ * v’+ v. Thus, u + v’ ++ v. 
So the induction hypothesis is satisfied with d(u, v) = n + 1. Thus it is satisfied for every 
value of d(u, v). 
So the proposition is satisfied in every case. q 
To get an effective decomposition, we have to know whether we shall always be able 
to find (a, b) such that 0’56. It will be done with the next lemmas: 
Definition 5.2. Let a and b be two letters of X. Let 0 be a semicommutation. Then 
eat,= {(d, 4~0 I (b, c)le or (4 a)l0}. 
Lemma 5.3. of 13 is a nonatomic and nonsymmetric semicommutation, then there exist 
a and b such that (b, a)E8, (a, b)$fl and OOb#@. 
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by reductio ad absurdurn. We assume, as hypo- 
thesis, that there do not exist a and b such that (b, a)EO, (a, b)$O and O,b#O (but there 
exist a and b such that (b, a)E8 and (a, b)$fl because 0 is a nonatomic and nonsym- 
metric semicommutation). 
Then we have for all a, bEX the following implication: 
((b, a)& and (a, b)$B) * Oab=O 
from which one has (due to the definition of O,,) 
(b, a)~0 and (a, b)+!B * V(d, C)E& (b, C)EO and (d, a)4. (**I 
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Then, for each (b, a) such that (b, a)~8 and (a, b)$8, 
Jx such that (a, X)EQ 
(otherwise using (**) for d =a and c=x we get (a, a)~@, 
(1) 
Jy such that (y, b)~8 (2) 
(otherwise using (**) for d =y and c= b we get (b, b)Efl.) 
Moreover, let (d, c)E~. Then we have the case (b, u)E~, (a, b)$8 and (d, c)E~, which 
leads to (b, C)ES (because f!Iah =8) and (c, b)$B (from (2)). 
So we can use (**) for (b, c) (instead of (b, a)); so we can say $x such that (c, X)EH 
(from (l)), hence, (c, d)$Q. Therefore, we have proved V(d, c)E@, (c, d)@O. 
Then let A = {x 13 (x, y)~tI} and B={yl3(x, y)~tI} (thus, if O#fl, then A#@ and 
Bf0). 
A and B cannot have any common element. Indeed, if such an element exists, let 
x be this element; then we can find y and z such that (x, y)~8 (because XEA) and 
(z, X)EH (because XEB); in this case, we should have (z, x)~fI~, whence (!I,,#@, which is 
impossible (by the hypothesis); therefore, AnB=@ 
By the definition of A and B it is obvious that 0~ A x B. 
Moreover, let (x, y) be a couple of A x B. Therefore, we have XEA and DEB, and, by 
the definition of A and B, we know that there exist X’EB and y’~ A such that (x, x’)E~ 
and (y’, y)~tI. 
But 8,,, =0 (hypothesis), whence (x, y)~t) for each couple of A x B. 
Therefore, A x B L 8. 
Hence, 8= A x B. Thus, 6’ is atomic. 
Therefore, we are led to a contradiction. 
Thus, the chosen hypothesis is not satisfied. 
Hence, if 8 is a nonatomic and nonsymmetric semicommutation, then there exist 
a and b such that (b, a)&, (a, b)$B and f3,b#0. 0 
Lemma 5.4. If 0 is a symmetric semicommutation (i.e. a partial commutation), then 
Oab # 0 for each couple (a, b). 
Proof. (a, b)EOub (obvious!). 0 
Proposition 5.5. If 8 is a nonatomic semicommutation, then there exist letters a and 
b such that fe is decomposable into feS,fs, with 
Q’=e\((d, c)EO((b, c)$fl or (d, a)@} and fl”=\\{(b, a)}. 
Proof. A nonatomic semicommutation can be symmetric or nonsymmetric. Lemmas 
5.3 and 5.4 show that in both the cases 8’58 and @‘SO. We also proved that 
li+ v = 3v’ such that u $4 -+V. 
The proof is now obvious. 0 
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6. Necessary condition for decomposability 
In this part we shall give a necessary condition for a semicommutation to be 
decomposable into two strictly weaker semicommutations: it must be nonatomic. This 
is the aim of Proposition 6.1. 
Proposition 6.1. If 6 is a decomposable semicommutation, then 8 is not atomic. 
Proof. Let 0 be a decomposable semicommutation: fe =&fen_, . f&fs, with Bi 5 0 for 
each i,<n. 
Assume that 0 is atomic: 8=A x B with AnB=@ For each i, 8isB so 3a,~A, 3bi~B 
such that (ai, bi)Ed\Oi. Then let u and u be words such that 
u=a,a,_la,_2...a3a2alblbZb3...bn_zbn_lbn, 
v=blb2b3 . . . bn_2bn~lbnanan_lan_2.,.a~a~a~. 
For each k, for each j, aj~A, bkEB, SO (aj, bk)EQ, whence u~f~(u). We shall now 
prove that oq!fe.fe,_, . . . fe, fe, (u). For this we shall prove, by induction, that, for each k, 
fH,Se,~,...fe,fs,(u)~(an...akbk...bn)~X*. 
For k = 1, the property is obviously satisfied because fs,(u)= (u}. Assume that the 
property is satisfied for k. Is it satisfied for k+ l? 
f e,+,...fe,fH,(u)~~,+,((a,...a,b,...b,)wX*) 
Cfs,_,(Q”... akbk...b,)u.fe,,,(X*) (by Lemma 3.1) 
~((a,...a,+,bk+l . . . b&{akbk> bkak})uJX* 
(the only usable rules are Uibi~biUi with i>k) 
=(a,...a k+lbli+l . ..b.)4(akbk, bkak}wX*) 
=(a,...ak+lbr;+l . ..b.)uX*. 
So the property is satisfied for k + 1 and we can conclude that it is satisfied for every 
value of k. 
So we can say that if wefe, fern_, . . . fe,fe,(u), then wE(u,,b,,)~X*, which is obviously 
not satisfied for v. Hence, v$ fen fen_, fez fo, (u), so fs # fen fen_, . . . fe,fe,. We are led to 
a contradiction. Thus, 6’ cannot be atomic. 0 
7. Conclusion 
Putting together the Propositions 5.5 and 6.1, we immediately get the following 
proposition. 
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Proposition 7.1. 8 is a decomposable semicommutation if and only if0 is not atomic. 
Nothing remains but to produce a decomposition algorithm. 
Let 8 be a semicommutation. How to decompose it? 
If 8 is atomic, 0 is already decomposed. 
If 8 is not atomic, in this case, due to Proposition 5.5,6 can be decomposed into two 
semicommutations, which are strictly included in 8. 
If these two semicommutations are atomic, the goal is reached. 
If at least one of them is not atomic, the decomposition operation is done again on 
this (these) which is (are) not atomic. 
The operation is iterated until only atomic semicommutations are obtained. 
This algorithm will end because each semicommutation obtained has a strictly 
smaller number of elements than the previous one. Hence, it is impossible not to 
encounter an atomic semicommutation, because every semicommutation which is 
constituted by only one couple is an atomic semicommutation. 
Here is an example showing what kind of decompositions we can get. For example: 
let e1 = {(a, b), (c, a), (b, 4). or can be decomposed into &e3 with e2 = {(c, a), (b, c)} and 
0s = {(a, b)}. f13 is atomic and cannot be decomposed, but e2 can be decomposed into 
e4e5 with e4= {(b, c)) and e5 = {(c, a)]. 8, and e5 are atomic. 
We can draw the tree of decompositions. When we encounter 
0, 
it means that e1 is decomposed into e2e3 (i.e. e2 shall be applied before t&, so 
fs, = j&j&). Atomic semicommutations are inside circles. 
For the above decomposition we get: 
2 
leio 
oY \ e3 
e4 0 e5 
We have to take only the leaves of this tree to get the decomposition of Qr. We get 
e1 =e4e5e3 (it means fe, =fe,fe,fe,). 
8. Remark 
Our result can be used to prove a previous, equivalent result of Clerbout et al. [12] 
about partial commutations. 
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Proposition 8.1. A partial commutation can be decomposed if and only if it is not an 
atomic partial commutation. Every nonatomic partial commutation can be decomposed 
into a composition of atomic partial commutations. 
Atomic partial commutations are defined in the same way as atomic 
semicommutations. 
Definition 8.2. A partial commutation 0 will be said to be atomic if there are two 
subalphabets A and B such that @=(A x B)u(B x A). 
This is the symmetric version of the definition of atomic semicommutations. It is 
easy to prove as for Proposition 6.1, that if Q is a decomposable partial commutation, 
then 8 is not an atomic partial commutation. 
Moreover, if a partial commutation 8 is not atomic, then 0 is not atomic if it is 
considered as a semicommutation. So, using our result about semicommutations, we 
can decompose fe. 
fe=fe,fe, . ..fe.> 
where the Bi’s are atomic semicommutations. For each fe, we get 
fe,C.LUJ,,~fe, 
where s(Oi) is the symmetric version of Oi, i.e. s(~~)=~~uO,~ ‘. 
Thus, 
fs=fs,fs,...fe,Cfsce,,fsce,, . ..fsce.,~fefe...fe=fe. 
We only now have to remark that if ~9~ is an atomic semicommutation, then ~(0~) is an 
atomic partial commutation, and we have a decomposition of 0 into atomic partial 
commutations: 
whence if 8 is not an atomic partial commutation, then 8 is decomposable into 
a composition of atomic partial commutations. 
Thus, the result is proved. 0 
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